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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrew Pace: The goal of this session is feedback and not lecture, but I would ask that you indulge us with about one quarter of our time together to set the stage and present some of the weighty issues behind these changes. The pivot plan, a new set of Bylaws, and the Operating Agreement all with the backdrop of a Pandemic might seem like a perfect storm, but I’ve been trying to think of it more as a perfect opportunity for much needed change in policy and process. We would ask for reasons of accessibility and air-time fairness that you use the chat feature sparingly.  If you have questions or comments to make, please use the chat to post them or raise your hand to be recognized. If speaking, please introduce yourself and your Council role.This discussion will be recorded for those Councilors who were unable to attend.----



ALA Policy A.4.3.4.1

Policies of the American Library Association in Relation to 
its Membership Divisions

Affectionately known as the “Operating Agreement”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrew Pace: We hope you’ve had time to review all the materials leading up to this conversation. I know this is not our first time coming before you which might be frustrating to many, but it’s important to point out that  this policy has not really been touched in 30 years. That’s roughly a generation. When I became involved in ALA governance, it was referred to as the 3rd rail. So I hope you can appreciate difficult but focused effort of the working group that took this on at the Executive Board’s request. Many of the issues are financial, so outside the scope of Council’s responsibilities and far outside the scope of the majority of members’ interests. But they are substantive and important to the efforts to make our One ALA financially sustainable and strategically poised for the future, both planned and uncertain. 



Agenda

• Charge and Operating Agreement Working Group Goals
• Recommendations approved by the Executive Board
• Progress since ALA Annual
• A transparent look at major policy changes
• Discussion, Feedback, Questions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our agenda today is to quickly review the information you’ve already seen and then dive right into an update of what has transpired since we talked to you in June.Then we’re going to highlight the major changes in the policy document 



Operating Agreement Work Group Update

ALA Annual 2022: EBD#10.12/CD#40.1

ORIGINAL CHARGE:
To evaluate, assess, and make recommendations to the ALA Operating 
Agreement that defines the relationship between ALA and 
Divisions. Specifically, the WG will examine how the existing Operating 
Agreement is fulfilling the mission and values of the association as well as 
the financial structure that supports the joint and individual goals of the 
Association and Divisions. In addition, the WG will examine the relationship 
between ALA and the Roundtables and will provide recommendations that 
guide that relationship as well. The Operating Agreement values unity, 
diversity, authority, autonomy, and collaboration. These values will guide the 
WG in its assessment and communication.

https://operatingagreement.ala.org/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is just a quick look at our charge to make recommendations for changes to the operating agreement—not only the language about mission and values, but also the financial realities of the association. 



Operating Agreement Work Group Update

ALA Annual 2022: EBD#10.12/CD#40.1

ORIGINAL CHARGE:
To evaluate, assess, and make recommendations to the ALA Operating 
Agreement that defines the relationship between ALA and 
Divisions. Specifically, the WG will examine how the existing Operating 
Agreement is fulfilling the mission and values of the association as well as 
the financial structure that supports the joint and individual goals of the 
Association and Divisions. In addition, the WG will examine the relationship 
between ALA and the Roundtables and will provide recommendations that 
guide that relationship as well. The Operating Agreement values unity, 
diversity, authority, autonomy, and collaboration. These values will guide the 
WG in its assessment and communication.

https://operatingagreement.ala.org/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrew Pace: And the large team of staff and volunteers that met many times under difficult circumstances to candidly discuss and address some tough topics. 



Operating Agreement WG: Goals

• Support “One ALA” and ensure its financial sustainability.
• Simplify financial reporting to reflect ALA financial realities.
• Ensure ALA has sufficient resources to cover the costs of shared 

infrastructure, core values and mission-based work, and strategic investments.
• Align financial reporting, budget planning, and strategic planning with the 

Pivot Strategy (2020-21 ALA CD#36).

• Preserve the autonomy necessary for Divisions and Round Tables to meet the 
unique programmatic needs of their members.

• Continue to encourage innovation across all ALA units.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrew Pace: Our goals were to support One ALA, recommend simplification in financial reporting, take a good look at both the infrastructural overhead but also the mission-based overhead of the association, align with the pivot strategy, preserve the necessary autonomy of the divisions, and establish recommendations that would encourage innovation across all ALA units.The Work Group tackled tough issues but always focused on broad goals based on our Association values – their work is deeply appreciated.

https://www.ala.org/aboutala/sites/ala.org.aboutala/files/content/ALA%20CD%2036%20ALA%205-Year%20Pivot%20Stretgy%20Update.pdf


Working Group recommendations to the Executive Board

1. The Executive Board accepts the OAWG final report and presents the rewritten 
policy and outline for changing internal processes and procedures to ALA 
Committee on Organization for their review, continued association wide 
feedback, and forward to the Executive Board and Council for final review and 
vote. 

2. If the new policy [draft] is approved the right direction, authorize an 
Implementation Task Force to develop a new budget process that consists of 
ALA management including Division Executive Directors and ALA division budget 
leaders to outline a new budget process. This process should be developed during 
FY23-24 with a report to the Executive Board, Division Boards, and Council. The 
goal would be to implement a new process for FY25. 

3. The Executive Board encourages the ALA Executive Director to form an internal 
working group to revise the Operational Practices that update and include 
accountability and service expectations for shared services.

ALA Annual 2022 CD#40.1 / EBD#10.12

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrew Pace: We showed you our 3 recommendations in Washington this past summer. A re-written policy document and two important finance-related recommendations—to develop a more transparent and inclusive budget process and a recommendation to staff to modernize and revise the operational practices behind the policy. The Executive Board has put the policy document in the hands of the Committee on Organization. And with my other hat as COO’s chair, COO will steward this document through the Council process. However, the financial pieces of these recommendations require a different process that Maggie will update you on. Our remaining slides will actually work through these three recommendations in reverse order, from the amount of work left to be done, and looking at the policy changes from easiest to hardest. And with that I will turn things over to Maggie. 

https://www.ala.org/aboutala/sites/ala.org.aboutala/files/content/ALA%20CD%2040.1%20Operating%20Agreement%20Work%20Group%20Report%20w%20Recommendations%20June%202022.pdf


3. Operational Practices
• Executive Director Hall has formed an internal staff group to

update, modernize, and align the operational practices with
the OA WG recommendations

• Issues under consideration
• General update of the practices
• Replace internal transfer of overhead, and consider applying that

same change to Round Tables and ALA Offices using a well-defined
allocation of shared services approach

• Develop Accountability measures that review and ensure quality and
service level of shared services.

• Address and define historical Net Asset Balances of Divisions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Maggie Farrell: As Andrew mentioned, the work before the Association right now is looking at many aspects of governance.  The Operating Agreement is a policy – it is based on the Constitution and Bylaws so it cannot contradict nor supersede those governing documents.Policy guides practice or the implementation of policy.  The Work Group focused on the policy but we also know that the implementation of policy is critical.  With that in mind, the Work Group recommended that we also look at the practices.  Divisions and ALA have an internal document called Operational Practices that helps to guide the day to day operations and functions.  Executive Director Hall has formed an internal group to look into operations and how shared services will be managed, financed, and accounted for with quality services.  While this is not a governance issue, understanding how ALA conducts the administrative work underscores the relationships between units and central services.



2. Budget Process: new language
The ALA budget process is codified in Operational Practices and is based on 
transparency, collaboration, and cooperation between all units.  It is a process that 
is iterative, inclusive, and accountable.   Division Boards have responsibility for 
developing and approving budgets and multi-year program and financial plans, 
which are then reviewed by ALA management and BARC. Annual budgets are 
approved by the ALA Executive Board.  Division representative(s) have the ability 
throughout the review process to support their approved budget requests.  
Divisions will receive reports on revenue and expenses (income statement) in a 
timely manner to effectively monitor their budgets . Divisions have the 
responsibility to alert the Association to multi-year budget cycles and any planned 
activities that could have a potential negative impact upon the fiscal stability of the 
Association. In turn, Divisions will be kept informed about the Association’s 
financial health and will be involved in meaningful consultation when there is 
potential impact on Divisions, collectively or individually.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Maggie Farrell: Another aspect of policy implementation is the budget process.ALA is one organization with one budget, accounts payable, audits, endowment, etc.  We might want to think about it in these terms – there is one budget but many funds within the budget.  Some of you have this same structure within your libraries if you are part of a larger organization such as a university, museum, hospital, county, or city.The policy is the framework for the budget process.  While the policy should not articulate the how or implementation of a policy, it can outline the parameters of that implementation.  In this situation, the Work Group is recommending that the budget process be iterative, inclusive, transparent, and accountable.  While the Executive Board is the final approver of all budgetary matters, it is critical that Divisions have access to timely and correct information and that Divisions are able to plan for multi-year budgets, have incentives to have revenues over expenses, that Divisions are able to plan and use surplus revenues for member services and initiatives.We know that policy does not provide the level of detail to understand how it will be implemented so the Work Group also recommended that a budget process review start now to give us an understanding of an new, updated budget process.

https://www.ala.org/aboutala/mleader/organizational/operationalpractices


2. Budget Process: OA Implementation TF

1. Two Division Representatives from each of the 8 Divisions 
(Division Executive Director + Division Treasurer) 

2. BARC Chair, Karen Schneider
3. ALA Treasurer, Peter Hepburn
4. Round Table Coordinating Assembly Convenors (Charles 

Kratz and Mark Robison)
5. ALA Executive Director, Tracie Hall
6. Chief Financial Officer, Dina Tsourdinis
7. Budget Director, Brad Geene
8. Director Governance, Sheryl Reyes

12 Volunteer Leaders and 12 Staff

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Maggie Farrell: The Budget Process Task Force has been formed.CFO Dina Tsourdinis and Treasurer Peter Hepburn have convened a Task Force subgroup consisting of staff and members with representation from multiple divisions as well as the round tables.  They have had an initial meeting and will be meeting biweekly through the end of the calendar year to establish a timeline that works through concepts in an appropriate order.  The goal is to have concepts in place for a January meeting. They will soon convene the larger group and set up an iterative process in relation to the smaller subgroup.



2. Budget Process: Considerations

1. Historical net asset balances
2. Two-year budget cycles
3. Endowment contributions and distributions
4. Incentivizing Divisions to increase revenue

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Maggie Farrell: Their work will specifically look at -The historical net asset balances or the excess revenue over expenses from past years.Examine the feasibility of a two year budget cycle that some Divisions already consider due to their biennial conferences.The ability to move revenue surpluses into the endowment or a long-term investment and how spendable earnings might be distributed.  This does not impact dedicated endowment funds such as scholarships, awards, and specific initiatives.The budget process to include incentives for Divisions - and Roundtables and units - to have positive net revenues balances.



1. Rewritten Policy
• Removes “historical baggage” language
• Removes redundant repetition of Bylaws and other portions of the

Policy Manual; references to historical staff titles and offices, etc.
• Supports “One ALA”
• Clearly articulates exhaustive list of shared services and shared

member values or mission-based activities
• Clarifies the fiscal realities of ALA’s operational practices
• Emphasizes transparency, collaboration, and cooperation between

all units in budget development, operational practice, and strategic
planning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrew Pace: You’ll notice that we’ve shaved a lot of pages from this section of the policy. This included some “stuck-in-time” historical context, redundant repetition of language from other documents and historical snapshots of ALA strategy. The new document emphasizes One ALA, not only from a legal standpoint, but by articulating the shared services AND shared member values and mission-based activities that are paid for with ALA’s resources. It clarifies the fiscal realities of ALA’s operational practices, but in addition, as Maggie already showed, it introduces strong new language about the required inclusive and transparent process in creating budget and strategy for the association



Easier stuff: Minor recommendations So Far

• A.4.3.4.5 
– Financial, Introduction - add “current accounting principles” 
– Section D. - add “timely” to financial reports
– Move Section B regarding Net Asset Balances within Section D
– Section E – add “otherwise a recommendation to the ALA Council 

will be made for dissolution.”
• A.4.3.4.7 Personnel 

– Correct typo from hard to “head”
– Change “convey recommendations” to “convey review” to ALA 

Management.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrew Pace: We’ve had A LOT of meetings with Division leadership, the Executive Board, and others. Some of the easy feedback so far is shown here. These include association-wide adherence to accounting principals, timeliness of fiscal transparency, some movement of language to more appropriate sections within the document, and correction of some stray typos. Section E also included some discussion about how long fiscally troubled Divisions could be subsidized and adding that recommendations can be both subsidizing AND dissolution. 



Harder Stuff

• Division Conferences as non-business
– Defined in the Bylaws – Article VI, Section 8

• Endowment Decisions
– Defined in Constitution, Article IX, Section 2
– Defined in A.6.5.1 Long-Term Investment Funds: Association’s 

Use/Withdrawal and Repayment 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrew Pace: One could say these are relatively easy because they are already defined in our Constitution and Bylaws, but they can still feel different or uncomfortable.  The policy cannot contradict the Constitution and Bylaws – while we want Divisions to have autonomy and incentives for revenues, the governing documents clearly provide for accountability and responsibility with the Executive Board.But this is also why the PRACTICE must follow the values we desire for clear, frequent, iterative, and transparent communication.Article VI, Section 8 of the Bylaws define the responsibility of Divisions and the right to hold meetings separate from regular ALA meetings. We fully realize that this section is being reviewed and changed in the Constitution and Bylaws discussion and we’re in regular communication with that group about ensuring there are no conflicts or loss of important language in these discussions. Article IX, Section 2 and Policy A.6.5.1 make clear the role of the ALA Endowment. Again, we ensuring alignment with the Constitution and Bylaws efforts, but also deferring these discussions to the Budget Process and relying on definitions outside the Operating Agreement to determine proper wording and processes. ADDITIONAL CONTEXT: Article VI. DivisionsSection 8b. A division may be authorized to arrange a non-business national divisional conference under such conditions as the Executive Board may prescribe.  In addition, the ALA Constitution and a later section of policy define the role of the ALA Endowment. ALA ConstitutionSection 2. The trustees shall have authority to hold, invest, reinvest, disburse, and otherwise deal with endowment funds in accordance with such directions as may be given them by the ALA Executive Board.  The principal of and income from endowment funds shall be expended under the directions of the Executive Board but no such expenditures shall be made except in accordance with any conditions imposed by the donors of any such funds nor for any purposes which are not in consonance with the approved policies of the Association, nor shall principal be expended unless expressly permitted by the terms of the gift, or any amendment or modification thereof. A.6.5.1 Long-Term Investment Funds: Association’s Use/Withdrawal and Repayment (Old Number 8.5.1)In the preparation of the ALA annual budget, the ALA Executive Director is authorized to include a payout rate of 3% - 5% of the five-year trailing calendar quarterly (20) rolling average of the net asset balance of the ATA Future Fund. Additionally, the Executive Directors of the Divisions and the liaisons for the Round Tables and others responsible for endowment funds are authorized to include in the preparation of their annual budgets, the anticipated payout value as provided by the Finance department. The payouts will be subject to any donor restrictions related to a particular fund and will be made from allowable temporarily restricted and unrestricted net assets. Additionally, the annual payout rate (3% - 5%) will be reviewed, determined and recommended by the ALA Endowment Trustees and the Finance and Audit committee of the ALA Executive Board, with final approval by the ALA Executive Board.



Endowment
Original
A.4.3.4.6 Financial 
E. Endowments 

Divisions may establish endowments or add to existing Division endowments from any source including 
existing fund balances once the Division has reached a minimum fund balance as determined by the Division 
and approved in accordance with the budget review process and approved financial plan. The establishment of 
Division endowments will follow the guidelines outlined in ALA policy. The use of the interest from these 
Division endowments will be subject to Division Board approval and applicable ALA policy

New
A.4.3.4.5 Financial
C. Endowments

Divisions may establish endowments or add to existing Division endowments from any source, including 
historical net asset balances or budgeted revenue that exceeds expenses, once ALA’s liquidity position and 
budget can support the Division endowment transfer. The establishment of Division endowments and 
associated spending policy will follow the guidelines outlined in ALA policy A.6.5.1.

Net asset transfers by the Divisions to the Endowment Fund will be reviewed and approved as part of the 
budget process and after review of ALA’s liquidity position to determine sufficient cash balances to support the 
transfer.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrew Pace: Accordingly, the new policy adds some language to address the possibility of financially exigent circumstances (say like a Pandemic) to clarify that transfers of funds to and from the endowment are dependent on ALA liquidity and budget planning. 



Now on to the Hardest Stuff

Sisyphus (1548–49) by Titian, Prado Museum, Madrid, Spain
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Sisyphus

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Andrew Pace: Now for the more Sisyphus-like tasks and recommendations, I’m going to turn things back to Maggie .

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sisyphus_(Titian)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Titian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prado_Museum


Net asset balances 
Original
A.4.3.4.6 Financial 

D. Fund Balances 
1. ALA Divisions build and maintain fund balances appropriate to their needs. A 

fund balance is defined as accumulated net revenue. 
2. Divisions will not receive interest on fund balances or deferred revenue.

New
A.4.3.4.5 Financial

B. Net Asset Balances
ALA maintains a single net asset balance which represents the excess of assets 
over liabilities. Divisions do not build or maintain separate net asset balances.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Maggie Farrell: We have heard from many regarding net asset balances and that Divisions have their own budgets.  As we mentioned, there is actually only one budget  with many funds.  So this statement is a recognition of what is already true – there has not been different balances but a single budget.   The Net Asset Balance is a paper tracking of revenue over expenses.  The policy merely reflects actual practice based on the Constitution and Bylaws.The concern raised is how does a Division build a reserve or revenue fund balance to use for strategic initiatives and innovation?  That is part of the budget process – let’s go to the next slide to look at this.



Revenues over Expenses

• A.4.3.4.5 Financial, Section D
– Budget process within Operational Practices
– Process to be iterative, inclusive, and accountable
– Division Boards’ responsibilities
– Multi-year budgets
– Planned activities including use of revenues over expenses

• A.4.3.4.11 Planning
– Responsibility for multi-year financial plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Draft language:The ALA budget process is codified in Operational Practices and is based on transparency, collaboration, and cooperation between all units.  It is a process that is iterative, inclusive, and accountable .   Division Boards have responsibility for developing and approving budgets and multi-year program and financial plans, which are then reviewed by ALA management and BARC. Annual budgets are approved by the ALA Executive Board.  Division representative(s) have the ability throughout the review process to support their approved budget requests.  Divisions will receive timely reports on revenue and expenses (income statement) to effectively monitor their budgets .   Divisions have the responsibility to alert the Association to multi-year budget cycles and any planned activities that could have a potential negative impact upon the fiscal stability of the Association. In turn, Divisions will be kept informed about the Association’s financial health and will be involved in meaningful consultation when there is potential impact on Divisions, collectively or individually.And planning process that includes financialDraft language:A.4.3.4.11 Planning Each Division has autonomy in its own planning processes within its area of responsibility as designated by ALA Council, subject to present and future ALA policies. Divisions have the responsibility to develop and implement a planning process to guide their programs and allocate their resources within the areas of responsibility assigned to them by the ALA Council. Since Divisions contribute to the formulation of ALA goals, it may be expected that many of the priorities and activities reflected in the plans will also be a part of Division priorities and activities. Further, each Division has responsibility for providing ALA with a multi-year financial plan consistent with ALA's existing financial policies and resting on multi-year program plans reflecting the priorities of the Division's members. Divisions have a responsibility to assist and inform the ALA Executive Board of their strategic plans on a regular basis, and to inform the ALA Executive Board of their work through timely and comprehensive financial and operational reporting. 



Next Steps
• Get more feedback here
• Nov 3, 2022 – Jan 27, 2023 (LibLearnX)

– get details of progress and plans from Budget Process and 
Operational Practice groups

– Incorporate edits into draft 
• Determine whether the policy as written and incomplete 

status of Budget Process and Operational Practice group 
makes this policy re-write ready for Council debate and an 
up/down vote at LibLearnX or ALA Annual 2023



QUESTIONS & DISCUSSION

mfarrell
Sticky Note
Questions:Can we define what we mean by timely?Roundtables are not included? The policy regards Divisions but certainly many aspects particularly budget development may be applied to Roundtables and units.How does this impact dedicated Endowment funds?  It does not.How does this fit within the Constitution and Bylaws revision?  We need to consider all changes within ALA and perhaps consider it as a packet of changes.  Currently, the draft policy does not conflict with the draft Bylaws being developed but certainly numbering will change.We need to focus on how revenues will be generated including incentives for Divisions to raise and use revenues.The work of the budget task forces will be critical in determining this policy as we need to have assurances that Divisions will be able to continue their autonomy and that successful Divisions should not subsidize under-performing Divisions.




